[Novel biomarkers in renal cell carcinoma. Identification and functional characterization].
Due to advanced imaging techniques, renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is now identified earlier, often in localized stages. As a result, nephron-sparing surgical resection is possible in most cases. The development of new targeted therapies has changed the way metastatic RCC is treated. Despite this positive trend with improved survival rates and expanding treatment options, reliable biomarkers for better predicting disease course are lacking. These are urgently needed to enable personalized therapy based on the treatment-associated risks, the presence of comorbidities, and molecular tumor characteristics. We were able to show that proteins with a regulatory influence on apoptotic signal cascades represent not only promising prognostic markers, but also interesting targets for new therapeutic approaches. Furthermore, our data demonstrate that molecular tests are necessary to correctly classify a RCC with Xp11.2 translocation, since in addition to translocation, amplification can also result in TFE3 activation. Translational research with RCC biomarker identification and establishment, as well as molecular characterization and subtyping of RCCs is required to guide therapeutic decisions and enable personalized medicine in RCC patients.